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Abstract: An indentation instrument has been developed
for the measurement of cartilage stiffness under

arthroscopic contnol.

For the validitation of

the

experimental measurement, an elastic, isotropic finite
element (FE) model with axially symmetric geometry

was developed. The FE model was verified with an
analytical solution of conventional indentation geometry.

The results obtained from the numerical model of
arthroscopic measurement were compared with the
results from experimental cartilage measurements.
Based on the reasonable agreement of the numerical and
experimental results, we conclude that the instrument is
capable of measuring cartilage stiffness.

INTRODUCTION

Softening of cartilage reflects structural

and
constitutional changes in the tissue and gives a possibility to
detect early degenerative changes of the tissue. We have
previously developed an indentation instrument for the
arthroscopic measurement of cartilage stiffness [1]. In this
study we validitate numerically, using a FE method, the
experimental test results obtained from bovine and human
cadaver cartilage measurements with the instrument.
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The indentation instrument consists of a measurement
(A 5mm) joined to a handle. In the distal end of the

mea.surement rod, there is an inclined reference plate with an

indenter (A L3 mm,length 300 pm) in the center [1]. In fte
measurement the reference plate is pressed against articular
surface with a predefined pressing force, while the indenter
imposes constant deformation on the cartilage (Fig. 1). The
indenter force by which the cartilage resists the deformation
is used as a measure for cartilage stiffness. The forces are
registered and monitored during mqxurement with a PC
computer system.

Figure Z.T\e FE model with deformated shape of cartilage.

Indentation tests with bovine cartilage samples (n=3)
with several pressing forces up to 14 N were made to
determine optimal pressing force for arthroscopic
measurements and the force of 10 N was chosen [1]. Also

model for contact problem. The model was first verified
with analytical solution of indentation of an isohopic elastic
solid with a cylindrical plane-ended indenter (Z lmm)

arthroscopic stiffness measurements for cadaver knees (n=3)
were made from several sites in the knee. Reference

indentations and thickness measurements from the same
sites were canied out with a material testing device and
dynamic (instant) Young's modulus was calculated for those
measurements according to mechanical cartilage models

Numerical calculations were made with ANSYS FE
analysis program (Swanson Analysis Systems Inc., Houston,
USA), using an axially symmetric, isotropic, linearly elastic

12,31. In this conventional indentation geometry, no
reference plate exists. Calculations were made up to 300 pm
deformation with different Young's moduli (0.5 - 20 MPa),

with different cartilage thickness (2 - 5 mn) and with
Poisson's ratio of 0.5 indicating the instant response [2].
Then the model was modified to simulate the arthroscopic
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geometry (indenter diameter 1.3 tnm, reference plate

presented

diameter 5 mm) (Fig.2). Results were calculated with several
stiffrresses (2 - 20 MPa) and pressing forces (1- 14 N). In

cartilage surface and the indenter imposes a constant
deformation on the tissue, the indenter force is rather
independent of the pressing force. However, for very stiff
material, the pressing force of 10 N chosen earlier, is not

order to compare experimental indentation results with FE

model, the material thickness in the model was 2.5 mm,
based on the mean thickness of the cadaver cartilage samples
(2.37 mm) and mean thickness of the human knee joint
cartilage (2.57 mm) measured from magnetic resonanoe
images [a]. To evaluate the effect of cartilage thickness on
the indenter force, the model (E = 10 MPa) was calculated
with different thicknesses (2 - 5 mm).

in Fig. 3. While the reference plate contacts

enough to reach a full contact.
In Fig. 4. the indenter force is presented as a function of
materiaVtissue Young's modulus for experimental samples
and based on the numerical simulations. For indenter
response, both numerical simulations and experimental
measurements reveal a consistent force range. FE model also

reveal, that the indenter force
RESULTS
Comparison of the FE solution and analytical solution of
conventional indentation geometry with different material
parameters gives a mean difference of 4.07o between the
indenter forces.
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gives similar results as the analytical solution [2,3]. For

no

analytical solutions

exist.

However, the experimental stiffness measurements follow
reasonably the numerical results obtained from FE
simulations. Obviously, the deviation between numerical
and experimental results arises from the simplification of the

cartilage
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stifftress of l0 MPa the maximal difference of the indenter
force was 20Vo, when the thickness ranged between 2 mm
and 5 mm. This possible error, that arises from the variation
of cartilage thickness is acceptable, while the experimental

20 MPa

14

is linearly related to

material stiffness. However, very stiff materials produce the
10 N indenter force, implying that the pressing force is not
high enough to produce a contact with the reference plate
and the cartilage surface.

Indenter force obtained from numerical

simulations and experimental bovine cartilage measurements
as a function of pressing force for materiaVcartilage of
different stiffness.

measurement geometry and cartilage structure in FE model
as compared to reality. Accurate measurement of very stiff
cartilage requires use of a larger pressing force or,

alternatively, a smaller indenter diameter. The reasonable
agreement of our experimental and theoretical results also
show, that the elastic cartilage model could be used to
describe the short time response of the articular cartilage.
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